FOREWORD

The *University of Pittsburgh Fact Book* is a multi-perspective profile of the University of Pittsburgh. In step with the dynamic nature of the University, it is our intent with this 2003 edition, to provide the most recent information that is available. This year, we include comprehensive student, faculty, and staff information for both Fall Term, 2001 and Fall Term, 2002.

Much of the information presented herein is compiled by our office from data sources designed to support the planning, budgeting, and governmental compliance requirements of the University. If the source for the information presented is not Institutional Research, we reference that particular office. We are most grateful to all of the various individuals who, over the years, have supported our efforts in this compilation.

The Institutional Research website, www.ir.pitt.edu, provides access to the online version of the *Fact Book*. This website is continuously updated and presents information respective to past, current, and subsequent editions.

As the *University of Pittsburgh Fact Book* is an overview, additional information may be made available by contacting Institutional Research.
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